. Improved computational modeling that incorporates structural and geometrical data as well as cellular components has the potential to predict such changes; however, the absence of important boundary condition information limits current efforts. In this study, novel high definition in vivo annular kinematic data collected from surgically implanted sonocrystals in sheep was fit to a contiguous 3D spline based on quintic-order hermite shape functions with C 2 continuity. From the interpolated displacements, the annular axial strain and strain rate, bending, and twist along the entire annulus were calculated over the cardiac cycle. Axial strain was shown to be regionally and temporally variant with minimum and maximum values of À10 and 4%, respectively, observed. Similarly, regionally and temporally variant strain rate values, up to 100%/s contraction and 120%/s elongation, were observed. Both annular bend and twist data showed little deviation from unity with limited regional variations, indicating that most of the energy for deformation was associated with annular axial strain. The regionally and temporally variant strain/strain rate behavior of the annulus are related to the varied fibrous-muscle structure and contractile behavior of the annulus and surrounding ventricular structures, although specific details are still unavailable. With the high resolution shape and displacement information described in this work, high fidelity boundary conditions can be prescribed in future MV finite element models, leading to new insights into MV function and strategies for repair.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, mitral valve (MV) repair has become an increasingly popular therapy for MV pathologies, growing from 38% to over 60% of reported MV intervention procedures.
14,34 Though MV repair has been shown to maintain better ventricular function with fewer associated complications, 5, 16, 18, 47 recent long-term studies using more rigorous definitions of failure have identified less optimistic results for repair durability. 1, 11, 13, 17 In most cases, failures were a result of disruption at the leaflet, chordal, or annular suture lines, suggesting excessive tissue stress and the resulting strain-induced tissue damage as an etiologic factor.
Another essential component of surgical modification of the MV is ring annuloplasty, first introduced by Carpentier in 1969. 10 While repairs without ring annuloplasty are less durable, 5, 11 most currently available annuloplasty devices are essentially flat. Thus, when implanted, the rigid and semi-rigid devices only restore the annular geometry in two dimensions with the height of the annulus totally obliterated, thereby placing increased stress and subsequent strain on the repair changes in leaflet shape imposed by annular flattening. The stress induced by annular flattening is likely exacerbated in repairs requiring leaflet resection which further flattens leaflet shape by diminishing the total leaflet tissue area.
Taken as a whole, studies of MV repair suggest that changes in leaflet geometry and the resultant impact on local tissue stress can affect MV tissue homeostasis and potentially alter the long-term repair outcomes. Thus, improvements in valvular treatments are dependent on the establishment of a complete understanding of the function, mechanical properties, and underlying mechanobiological responses of the MV. We are now entering a level of bioengineering knowledge of valvular function wherein computational approaches for practical applications can be realized. 10, 28, 29 For the MV, recent finite element analyses have clearly shown how computational modeling can provide insight into the cooperative interactions of various MV apparatus components including annular dilation and ring annuloplasty and how these interactions can affect MV tissue stresses. 28, 29 Underlying the mechanobiological response of local tissue stress is the response by the MV interstitial cells (MVIC). As the constituent leaflet cell population, MVICs are believed to perform a variety of functions including cell-cell communication facilitation, wound healing, tissue remodeling, and contraction. 33 These cells also show dual phenotypic characteristics: both fibroblast and smooth muscle-like cells traits are expressed. 12, 32, 33, 45 Further compounding their complexity is a change from predominantly fibroblastic cell expression in healthy adult valves to ''activated'' myolike cells displaying contraction in fetal and diseased valves. 37 It is thought that such a change is responsible for active remodeling of the extracellular matrix (ECM). Additionally, VIC phenotype may relate to tissue remodeling demands. 36 Undoubtedly, improved MV modeling necessitates understanding of MVIC function as related to tissue stress states and requires incorporation of this knowledge in a multi-scale model. As a result, it will become necessary to connect the organ-scale simulations to evaluate our understanding of mechano-transduction, and it would be beneficial to develop MVIC phenotypic/biosynthetic models linked to organ-level deformations. However, there is currently a paucity of quantitative data in the heart valve literature detailing the relation between regional tissue stress, cellular function, and tissue homeostasis. Moreover, while showing much promise, fully dynamic coupled solidfluid heart valve models are still in development and will require extensive validation before becoming practical. The next logical step is thus to focus on quasi-static models that incorporate collagen architecture, accurate material models, and highly accurate valvular geometry including that of the annulus, leaflets, and chordae tendons. Though quasi-static approaches simulate only the events which occur after the MV is fully coapted, they are consistent with the hypothesis that MV tissue failure results from abnormally high stresses (from disease or improper repair) and that the greatest tissue stresses occur at full systolic loading.
A lack of quantitative information on the highly dynamic boundary conditions of the functioning MV apparatus reveals a limitation of the present modeling efforts. In particular, the annulus, a dense connective tissue ring surrounding the MV orifice, is known to deform considerably during the cardiac cycle. 46 Yet, despite extensive studies 2, 9, 15, 19, 23, 28, 29, 46 a complete description of MV annular kinematics over a cardiac cycle remains lacking. In the present work, we utilized high fidelity 3D positions of ultrasound transducers implanted in the ovine MV annulus to quantify the complete 3D kinematics of the MV annulus under normal cardiac conditions.
METHODS

Transducer Implantation
Animal implantation followed the methods of our previous studies. 38, 39 Briefly, in compliance with guidelines for humane care (NIH Publication No. 85-23, revised 1985) eight male Dorsett sheep (35-45 kg) were induced with sodium thiopental (10-15 mg/kg IV), intubated, anesthetized, and ventilated with isofluorane (1.5-2%) and oxygen. The surface ECG and arterial blood pressure were continuously monitored. While on cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB), a sterile left lateral thoracotomy was performed, and twelve two millimeter hemispherical piezoelectric transducers (Sonometrics, London, Ontario) were sutured around the annulus (Fig. 1a) . The transducer wires were brought out through the atriotomy incision, the atriotomy was closed, and the animals were weaned from CPB. Transducer wires were then brought out through the thoracotomy incision and attached to access buttons sutured to the skin remote to the incision site. Animals were allowed to emerge from anesthesia and recover.
After a seven-day recovery, the animals were anesthetized, and the sonocrystal transducer wires were connected to a Sonometrics Series 5001 Digital Sonomicrometer (Sonometrics Corp., London, Ontario). A high-fidelity transducer (SPC-350, Miller Instruments Inc., Houston, TX) was inserted though a cut-down into the left ventricle via the left carotid artery, and left ventricular pressure was continuously monitored. A catheter-based direct pressure transducer placed in a peripheral artery was used to obtain aortic blood pressure to evaluate hemodynamic function during anesthesia and to guide critical care decisions. As described previously, 19 sonomicrometry array localization (SAL) was used to determine the threedimensional coordinates of each transducer every 5 ms throughout the cardiac cycle. With this setup, spatial resolutions of the crystals approached 0.024 mm. Three-dimensional sonomicrometry positional data was taken following neosynephrine infusion titrated to achieve systolic blood pressures of 150 mmHg. Ventilation was suspended during sonomicrometry measurements. Data was taken for fifteen contiguous cardiac cycles for each data set. Since cycle-to-cycle variations were extremely small, the last cycle was routinely chosen as representative.
Annulus Curve Fit
The MV annulus essentially forms a three-dimensional space curve which undergoes complex deformations over the cardiac cycle. As a result, it does not lend itself to simplified geometric approximations. Thus in the present study, we developed a generalized approach to approximate the instantaneous annular shape using quintic order shape functions 42 to provide C 2 continuity (continuous to the second derivative). This approach allows for a fully generalized analysis of annular deformations lacking kinematic restrictions. The curve fitting process had a number of important steps. First, the 3D sonocrystal positional data was rotated such that the annular plane-of-best-fit was aligned with the XY-plane. This was accomplished by computing the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix formed based on the Cartesian coordinates of the crystal data centered on the origin. Next, the rotated sonocrystal data was transformed into cylindrical coordinates to reduce the number of dependant variables from three (x, y, z) to two (r, z) with h = 0 set to sonocrystal 1 (Fig. 1b) .
With the data properly oriented, the closed space curve representing the instantaneous MV geometry was divided into three 1D finite elements of equal size defined by the independent variable h. The finite element that was used to perform the space curve fit was derived from the 1D quintic hermite element originally developed for use in 3D anatomic surfaces. 42 Each 1D element has two nodes and six associated interpolation functions N i j (Appendix A), where the subscript j = 1, 2 indicates the node number and the superscript i = 0, 1, 2 the order of the derivative with respect to n 2 [À1,1] a single local isoparametric coordinate. Thus, N i j weigh six quantities (three per node for two nodes), defined as the main variable and its first and second derivatives with respect to the local coordinate n. A quintic order element was chosen since C 2 continuity is assured by having the first and second derivatives defined and continuous at the nodes, insuring that both strain and curvature are continuous functions. Note that the actual nodal derivatives which are intrinsically expressed with respect to n are scaled by a factor dh=dn so that they are continuous in h. In the present study, r(h) or z(h) components of the annular coordinates are fit separately.
For the annulus, the problem is to determine the values of the two sets of six nodal variables (for the r and z coordinates, respectively) that yield the best overall interpolation of the function at any point n along the element. However, a common problem with high order fits is oscillations of the curve that result from sparse and/or unevenly spaced data. The sonocrystal data is both sparse and variable in density, and as a result, the fit utilizing the Euclidian norm alone could predict an unrealistically tortuous curve. As in previous studies, 22, 42, 48 the solution is to introduce a Sobolev penalty function that restricts the minimization of the predicted coordinate error E(X), where X represents the coordinate that is being fit, using
Here, the first term on the right hand side represents the conventional Euclidian norm with summation over n data points (i.e., the standard least squares solution), and X is the r or z coordinate. Note that it is understood that the integral in Eq. (1) is performed over all elements. The second term is the integral of the Sobolev norm S, defined by
where A and B are specified element level constants. The effect of the Sobolev norm is to restrict the length (through the parameter A) and curvature (through parameter B) in each element at the expense of the error function so that the overall fit can be stabilized. Both Sobolev parameters depend on the coordinate system being used and the data density available per element and thus vary if the number of crystals per element changes (see the next section for detailed methods of determining the optimal Sobolev parameters). With smoothing included, a generalized least squares regression method (Appendix B) was used to determine the nodal parameters for each element and best fit the experimental data.
Fit Validation
In order to independently develop the necessary smoothing criteria, a 3D space curve ''phantom'' with geometric characteristics similar to the native annulus was created. The phantom acted as a smooth shape prior to fitting. In this case the phantom had an elliptical projection on the XY-plane and a pronounced saddle shape similar to the actual annulus geometry. The following system of equations was found to produce suitable curves,
The phantom was generated by picking a = 13.5 and b = 12.5, with c = 7 to develop an anatomically realistic saddle shape. Evaluating the phantom functions at the same angular positions as the data generated a phantom data set described by a quadratic function and a function of sinusoids. Once the phantom data was fit, the curvature distribution of the phantom was determined to guide the permitted distribution range of the computed annulus. To insure the curvatures were reasonable within the computed model, two optimization criteria were defined: minimization of the mean square error of the curvature distribution and prevention of peak curvature exceeding the peak curvature of the phantom data fit. The first criterion kept the curvature distribution as smooth as possible, while the second criterion limited any regions of artificially high curvature. Optimal values for the Sobolev parameters were determined from the known curvature of the phantom using the Powell method as previous described. 42 In this algorithm, a function, defined in terms of the sum of squares difference of the computed and phantom curvature, was minimized by iteratively refining the value of the function parameters. In cases were anomalous crystals were removed, new Sobolev parameters were computed based on the altered element data density. This procedure of estimating the Sobolev parameters prepared the fit for analysis.
Annular Twist, Bend, and Height
With the annulus space curve generated from the described generalized computational method, a variety of different annular deformation modalities could be investigated. Two such important modalities included twist and bend. For these, 300 evenly distributed points were created based on the curve fitting results. At each point, the local Frenet frame was calculated from the discrete change in parameterized arc length. Tangent " TðsÞ; normal " NðsÞ; and binormal " BðsÞ vectors were determined for each point around the annulus using 
where i represents a time point, j represents a position along the annulus, and s 1 and s 2 represent arc length values between j and j + 1 and between j and j À 1, respectively. The calculated value provides an angle change per arc length change (degree/mm) useful in quantifying how successive annular points twist with relation to one another through time. The local bend c (degree/mm) was computed using 
where i, j, s 1 , and s 2 represent the same values as Eq. (5). The calculated value, in angle change per arc length change, provides a quantitative method of assessing annular bending throughout the cardiac cycle.
A metric for evaluating height around the annulus was computed by fitting a plane intersecting both crystals 1 and 7 (commissure regions) and parallel to crystals 4 and 10 (mid-anterior and mid-posterior regions) and then calculating the distance from each crystal to the plane. With this metric, annular height at each crystal was based on a common reference of the commissures for each time point in the measure cardiac cycle. Height from each data set was normalized to the largest measured value; time was normalized based on LVP. Mean normalized height and standard error of the mean was calculated. Additionally, annular crystal height was computed using previously described techniques. 19, 40 Using this method, a plane of best fit was determined from all crystal coordinates by means of an orthogonal distance regression algorithm. The data was then rotated so that the X-axis of the plane bisected the mid-anterior and mid-posterior annular crystals. Height change was computed as the difference between crystal maximum and minimum Z-axis values.
Computation of Regional Strain and Strain Rates
To compute the annular deformation modality of strain, the computed space curve was reparameterized in terms of arc length using
With this, the annular strain is defined as a change in length along a local tangent. As such, local strains were computed by normalizing differential segments D(h) of arc length by the corresponding differential segment in the reference configuration as defined by minimum left ventricular pressure
and expressed in percent. Using forward divided differences, strain rate was computed at each annular arc length differential segment D(h) where f(h) was computed. Strain and strain rate values for all eight animals were averaged based on crystal number; standard error of the mean was calculated along 10 evenly spaced points from each crystals' average strain/strain rate plots.
RESULTS
Fitting Ability
The quintic order Hermite shape functions were more than adequate for capturing the complex shape of the annulus. The radial and height components of the data were fit with exceptional accuracy. Although the quality of the Z-component fit is better than the radial component, neither fit dropped below r 2 = 0.95. More noteworthy is the ability of the fit to faithfully reconstruct the MV annulus geometry; in particular, its saddle shaped features are well represented. In two animals, single anomalous crystals introduced significant unreasonable errors and were removed. In a third separate animal, two anomalous crystals were removed due to dislocation following surgical implantation. Post-mortem inspection of the crystals in question confirmed dislocations in all three animals. With slightly more aggressive smoothing parameters determined for the altered element data densities based on the previously described methods, 42 the disruption of fit was largely overcome in all three animals. Values for r 2 in these reduced data sets were within ±0.1 of the full data sets.
The curve representing the annulus defines two different areas: the orifice area (the area defined by the area of the cylindrical component position vectors) and the ejection area (the area of the orthogonal annular projection onto the XY plane). Both the orifice and ejection areas change with similar trends, though the curves are offset by a separation that is fairly consistent over time (Fig. 2) . Though slight differences in annular height are observed between specific crystals (for example, crystal 2 has a maximum mean normalized height of 0.245 ± 0.052 while crystal 3 has a maximum mean normalized height of 0.489 ± 0.107), each individual crystal shows minimal change in height throughout the cardiac cycle (for example, crystal 3 shows a mean normalized height variation of 0.431 ± 0.115 to 0.489 ± 0.107); in most cases, crystal height at a given annular position only varied by approximately 15% of the peak crystal height during a given cardiac cycle. Values computed from the second described algorithm were similar, showing slight differences in crystal height from different annular positions, but showing relatively small (near 15%) variations at the same annular location over the cardiac cycle.
To elucidate regional behavior of the MV annulus, strain of a representative data set is presented in the form of a contour plot (Fig. 3) with red hues indicating positive strain (dilation) and blue hues indicating negative strain (contraction). Computed strain around the annulus at different timepoints is presented with the associated LVP, and crystal locations are labeled in the first timepoint for reference. Both the complex geometry of the annulus and the varied regional strains are apparent from this plot. Regions near the posterior leaflet show a highly contractile nature while little strain variation is observed at the commissure regions. To better quantify strain values at discrete annular locations, a series of representative plots is presented (Fig. 4) showing strain vs. radial position on the annulus. Each plot can be mapped to an associated point on the LVP plot. With this, the extent of the dynamic annular strain can be observed: strains around the annulus for a given pressure can vary by as much as 14% strain between regions. As in the contour plots (Fig. 3) , the largest strains are seen near the posterior crystal locations; the commissure crystals show the least amount of variation throughout the LVP points showing a difference of less than 5% strain. Average strain, presented as mean ± standard error of the mean for individual crystals vs. normalized time is shown in Fig. 5 (the number of measured samples is eight, unless otherwise noted). In the most dynamic crystals (those along the posterior leaflet), average strains ranged from nearly 4 to À14% with the greatest contraction occurring during peak LVP. Crystals near the commissures (notably crystals 2 and 6) showed average strains ranging from 3 to À4%, a substantially smaller difference as compared to the posterior crystals. Mid-anterior leaflet crystals showed moderate average strain changes with peak average dilation at 4% and peak average contraction at À5%. Similar to the strain results, the strain rates exhibit the same periodic behavior (Fig. 6) . As in the corresponding strain plots, the strain rates start and end at unity for all crystal locations. Cursory inspection of the local strain rates vs. time reveal that the tissue moves extremely fast. With contractile rates approaching À100%/s and dilation rates approaching 120%/s (Fig. 7) , these results further demonstrate that the MV complex is highly dynamic and rapidly reaches given deformations. Although the results of the strain rates are more variable than the strain results, this is most likely due to numerical error introduced by differentiation.
Twist values demonstrated little change around the annulus over the cardiac cycle (Fig. 8) . Only at areas adjacent to crystal 4 and crystal 10 did the twist values deviate from unity: in the mid-anterior leaflet region (crystal 4), twist values reached a minimum of near À8 degree/mm (negative values indicate counterclockwise rotation), while the min-posterior leaflet region (crystal 10) reached a maximum value of near 8 degree/mm (positive values indicate clockwise rotation). Bend values, as plotted in Fig. 9 , showed a similar trend as FIGURE 4. Strain at various points in the cardiac cycle for a representative data set. Note both regional and temporal strain variations. All deformations are referenced to end diastole. twist, with minimal variation around the annulus and throughout the cardiac cycle, except near the midanterior leaflet region (reaching a minimum value of À7 degree/mm) and near the mid-posterior leaflet region (maximum value of 8 degree/mm).
DISCUSSION
Because of the high temporal and spatial resolution (0.024 mm) of the piezoelectric sonocrystals used in this study, this work represents a more accurate attempt to investigate in vivo annular kinematics using a fully generalized description. Based on the quality of fit data, the technique described to capture the dynamic deformation of the annulus was successful and as such, provided a high-degree of accuracy in the computation of strain and strain rate information. Since crystal distances on the annulus were on average~10 mm and the spatial resolution was 0.024 mm, it was reasonable to assume errors in strain and strain rate were negligible, as in our previous work. 42 Importantly, this technique provided a means to analyze regional deformation variations as well as determine other deformation measurement metrics such as bend and twist. Such information serves to elucidate the structure-function relationship of the MV while providing important regional boundary condition information for implementation into improved finite element models.
Strain and Strain Rate Relationships to Annular Structure
The MV leaflet (anterior) has previously been described as highly dynamic, showing mean peak areal strains up to 20% and mean peak strain rates up to 400%/s during a normal cardiac cycle. 38 Though previous studies have alluded to the dynamic nature of the annulus using radiopaque bi-plane videofluoroscopy perimeter measurements 46 and pulsed Doppler tissue imaging, 43 this work quantitatively reveals strain and strain rate information along the annulus. A major advantage of the present approach is the capability of analyzing strain and strain rate variations as both functions of time (throughout the cardiac cycle) and position, providing distinct visualization modalities (Figs. 4, 5 ). Both types of data presentation reveal interesting strain variations. It is evident that the commissure regions (crystals 1, 2 and 6, 7) are less dynamic, and collectively they strain minimally along the annulus (Figs. 3, 4, 5) . Structurally, these areas consist of the left and right trigone edges where the fibrous annular tissue thins into more muscular tissue. 25 The regions are less intimate with the aortic valve (compared to the anterior leaflet) yet still include fibrous tissue (as opposed to the posterior leaflet). Figure 5 shows strain versus time for specific crystals; compared to the other crystals, the commissure region crystals show little strain (4-5% maximum contraction) often with minimal error.
The anterior leaflet annular region (crystals 3, 4, and 5) and the posterior leaflet (crystals 8-12) annular region show increased strain variation both with time and position, though both leaflet regions show different trends. Around the anterior leaflet, contraction is observed during diastole, most notably near the posterior commissure side; systole shows little strain change (Fig. 5) . It is surmised that the annulus anterior leaflet region, consisting of more fibrous tissue, could help dampen possible annular changes (and thus leaflet coaptation changes) during loading of the MV with subsequent opening of the aortic valve. Timek et al. 46 shows a similar trend; in this study, the perimeter change in the fibrous annulus (anterior leaflet region) showed little change through systole and a slight change during diastole (not statistically significant though). The posterior leaflet region shows increased contraction (upwards of 10%) during systole with similar values across the entire region, similar again to the Timek et al. 46 study. Intuitively, this is expected, as FIGURE 6 . Strain rate at various points in the cardiac cycle for a representative data set. As with strain, strain rate varies both regionally and temporally. All deformations are referenced to end diastole.
the muscular free-wall side of the posterior leaflet region is prone to increased contraction as ejection occurs and the mitral valve closes. Such action could serve to strengthen the coaptation between leaflets (reducing orifice area) to aid in preventing regurgitation. Specific crystal strain-time variations are observed (Fig. 5) , further illustrating the large contractions seen during systole. The annular strain rate variations (Fig. 6) , further reveal the highly dynamic nature of the MV annulus. As expected from similar plots of strain results (Fig. 4) , maximum strain rates are observed preceding maximum strain values for a given region. For example, as maximum strain is observed during systole for the posterior leaflet annular region, maximum strain rate is seen at the end of diastole. Consistent trends are observed for the anterior leaflet annular region and the commissure annular regions (Fig. 7) . As in the strain vs. time plots for various crystal locations, the commissure region crystals shows minimal strain rate values over the measured cardiac cycle, while the annular regions surrounding the leaflets-especially the posterior leaflet region-shows maximum strain rate values of 120%/s (reached within the last quarter of the cycle). Further, the annulus region around the posterior leaflet displays a steeper decay of strain rate following the 120%/s spike, consistent with the structural differences discussed above.
The twist and bending data highlight some additional regional variations in the dynamic nature of the MV. As shown (Fig. 8) , peak twist values are reached near both mid-leaflet regions (crystal 4 and crystal 10), but deviate little from unity along the rest of the annulus throughout the cardiac cycle. These peak values are reached at different times; the mid-anterior leaflet region shows deviation throughout most of diastole (Fig. 8) , while the mid-posterior leaflet region shows the greatest departure from unity through most of systole. Similarly, the bending data mimics that of the twist data, with peak values reached near the mid-posterior leaflet region throughout most of systole (Fig. 9) . It is important to note, however, that although it is possible to speculate as to the cause of these deviations from unity, such results may be an artifact from numerical error. Aside from these deviations, the rest of the annular region shows little change from unity throughout the cardiac cycle indicating that nearly all of the kinematic motion observed is through annular dilation/contraction. The limited change in annular height further supports that much of the kinematic motion is attributed to annular dilation/ contraction.
Comparison to Previous Studies
This work provides a novel method for quantitatively determining 3D annular kinematics. A number of previous studies have attempted to, in part, characterize some degree of annular motion. Stoylen et al., 43 Caiani et al., 9 and George et al. 15 all utilized a form of Doppler tissue imaging to determine annular velocity, strain, and strain rate. These studies, however, were limited to a 2D analysis of annular deformation and relied on image tracking to calculate the kinematic descriptors. No true 3D information could be obtained from the experiments (though multiple 2D planes images were taken), and little regional kinematic information was available. Because of the nature of data measurement, twist or bending motion could not be calculated. Hayashi et al. 23 compared a variety of imaging techniques, including M-mode echocardiography, anatomic M-mode echocardiography, tissue Doppler displacement, and 2D strain imaging echocardiography, to assess annular motion. These techniques showed some variability, and results often depended on the imaging plane and transducer position. Ahmad et al. 2 and Timek et al. 46 both attempted to obtain 3D kinematic data using 3D echocardiography and bi-plane videofluoroscopy techniques; all three groups failed to obtain discrete regional 3D kinematic motion and deformation. Again, these groups were not capable of investigating twist or bending motion. Though basic kinematic information can be taken from these studies, an improved MV finite element model requiring detailed boundary condition information is not satiated by such results. The lack of regional information limits fundamental analyses of structure-function relationships of the annular tissue and hinders further annuloplasty ring developments.
Improved Modeling for Valve Therapies
A fundamental assumption in valvular therapies is that a repaired valve or valve replacement should mimic the functionality of the native MV as closely as possible. Thus, improvements in valvular treatments are dependent on the establishment of a complete understanding of the function and mechanical properties of the native normal MV. Finite element analysis has been extensively utilized for the analysis of native and prosthetic valve mechanics. 44 Although initially conducted with simplified material models, finite element modeling studies have shown that by changing valve design, such as using difference manufacturing techniques, 30 changing leaflets shapes, 20, 30 and frame mounting methods, 7, 8, 27, 30 the stress distribution pattern acting on the leaflets could be altered. Particular challenges are encountered in numerical 43 simulations of valvular function, including nonlinear anisotropic leaflet mechanical properties, leaflet contact, and experimental validation. Especially, experimental measurements of leaflet strain for validation are difficult to perform because of practical limitations in obtaining measurements very close to the leaflets and valve housing. Thus, previous finite element studies offered no experimental validation 4, 21, 26, 31 or simple validations that only demonstrate comparisons with pulse duplicator images. 6, 27 Only in a recent study 44 where the actual properties of individual leaflets and thorough experimental validation utilized together to produce actual simulations that were also carefully validated. Parametric studies utilizing the material parameter set from one leaflet for all three leaflets resulted in substantial variations in leaflet stress and strain distributions. This result suggests that utilization of actual leaflet material properties is essential for accurate finite element simulations, and underscores the need for rigorous experimentation and accurate constitutive models in simulating valve function. Paramount to the understanding and modeling of MV function is the availability of accurate boundary conditions of the annulus. With the current work, detailed information regarding annular motion and deformation is calculated from in vivo measurements. Further, this data is available along the entire annular surface from the shape element curve fitting technique, providing continuous strain and strain rate information. As a result, future modeling efforts will be able to incorporate this detailed 3D kinematical information of the annulus to help elucidate stress development in the MV leaflets. Additionally, this information will assist in the development of a multi-scale model of the MV that incorporates mechano-transduction effects to help reveal valve repair capabilities and MVIC response. Annular boundary conditions may play an important role in leaflet stress and resultant MVIC action, as hinted at by Quick et al. 35 In this work, procollagen results (as a measurement of collagen synthesis) indicated that MV collagen synthesis was upregulated by factor of 1.8 in both the MR and abnormal ventricle wall motion (AVWM) ovine groups vs. controls. In addition, results showed greater upregulation in anterior leaflets compared with posterior leaflets in both infarct groups. These results indicate that MV collagen synthesis is upregulated in response to MR and AVWM and show a collagen synthesis difference between leaflets. The annular strain and strain rates, as discussed in the current work, vary based on the location along the annulus and could have an impact on the difference in leaflet collagen synthesis observed Quick et al. 35 In the very least, it exposes an exciting and interesting hypothesis to be tested.
Study Limitations
Though the experimental method provides exceptional in vivo results, the invasive surgical procedure limits the applicability to human studies. The use of ovine models may also present some differences compared to human models, i.e., difficulty in locating the true fibrous portion of the annulus in humans 3 and the possibility of increased myocardial motion in ovine models. 41 The use of twelve crystals provided enough experimental data to produce an accurate and faithful curve fit, though in three animals, crystals were lost. This complicated the Sobolev smoothing procedure; however, the quality of fit showed minimal changes with the reduction of single crystals. Use of more crystals in future studies could help prevent such problems and would ease the Sobolev smoothing process, though more crystals would not have a substantial impact on the quality of fit.
Summary
In this current work, a detailed method for accurately capturing complex 3D kinematics of the MV annulus is discussed. The described technique provides a means to faithfully reproduce annular motion and quantify strain and strain rate information along the entire annulus based on generalized highly accurate and validated shape element curve fitting. The results discussed reveal differences in strain and strain rate both spatially and temporally and highlight that the deformation of the annulus is complex and regionally variant. Interestingly, it was found that the annulus deforms mainly by axial strain, with mild height changes and low twisting/bending observed. This complexity further indicates that a better understanding of annular boundary conditions is critical for improved MV simulations.
APPENDIX
Appendix A-Quintic Hermite Shape Functions
The six shape functions N i a of the 1D quintic finite element used in this study are defined as follows 24 :
where the subscript indicates the node number, the superscript the order of the derivative with respect to the local coordinate n, and the coordinate values at nodes 1 and 2 are À1 and 1, respectively.
